About Extreme Dialogue
Launched in July 2016, the Extreme Dialogue project aims to reduce the appeal of extremism among young people and
offer a positive alternative to the increasing amounts of extremist material and propaganda available online.
A series of short documentary films tell the stories of those profoundly affected by violent extremism; a former member
of the Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF) whose father was killed by the IRA, and a former member of the now banned
Islamist group al-Muhajiroun. The films are accompanied by a set of open access educational resources (online Prezi
presentations and resource packs) which can be found at www.extremedialogue.org.
The resources can be used with young people aged 14-18yrs in classrooms or community settings and are intended to
build pupils’ resilience to extremism by creating a safe space for debating controversial issues and enhanced critical
thinking. They also aim to give teachers the confidence to manage debates about contentious subjects and fulfil the
Prevent duty in a proactive and positive way.
The UK films and resources form a larger package alongside three Canadian stories, including a former violent far-right
extremist, the family of an ISIS foreign fighter, and a youth worker and former refugee. Extreme Dialogue will also be
launching in Germany and Hungary later in 2016, with another three resources that will also be available in English.
Co-funded by the Prevention of and Fight against Crime Programme of the European Union, the project has brought
together an international consortium including the Institute for Strategic Dialogue, film-makers Duckrabbit, and the
educational charity Tim Parry Johnathan Ball Foundation for Peace.

Educational Resources
The educational resources contain over 6 hours of films, structured classroom exercises and group activities and
provide opportunities for exploration and learning around extremism. They enable robust conversations to take place
around what can be a difficult and sensitive topic and aim to develop young people’s understanding of extremism,
radicalisation and violence by;
 Developing the skills to think critically and enabling pupils to challenge extremist arguments and ideologies.
 Increasing contact with individuals and their stories, building empathy and association.
 Increasing knowledge and understanding of violent extremism and its roots.
 Evaluating why individuals become motivated to join extreme groups and commit violence.
 Analysing the consequences and effects of violent extremism.
 Challenging myths and misconceptions held around individuals and groups.
 Considering how young people can influence and participate in decision-making and create positive change.
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The sessions are designed to maximise participation and encourage openness, collective learning and engagement through
participants' contributions and responses. Within the resources, you will find the following types of exercises and activities;
 ‘Questioning and explorations’ exercises that enhance participants’ emotional literacy and responses to the films, and
allow them share different perspectives and viewpoints.
 'Counter-narrative’ exercises that challenge and refute extreme ideologies and beliefs.
 ‘Problem solving’ activities to encourage alternative and diverse approaches, and develop effective ways of resisting
pressures and managing difficult situations.
 ‘Moral reasoning’ scenarios and situations to provide opportunities for critical thinking and the identification of core
values and shared beliefs.
 ‘Choices and consequences’ exercises to highlight the wider impact of actions and decisions on others.
 ‘What could you do?’ exercises that explore potential practical next steps for individuals and communities to combat
extremism and intolerance.

Prezi Educational Resource Presentations

Educational Resource Packs

For more information about the Extreme Dialogue project please visit www.extremedialogue.org or
contact us via info@extremedialogue.org.
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